Adaptive routing algorithms, which dynamically select the route of a packet, have been widely studied for interconnection networks in massively parallel computers. An output selection function (OSF), which decides the output channel when some legal channels are free, is essential for an adaptive routing. In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient OSF called minimal multiplexed and least-recently-used (MMLRU). The MMLRU selection function has the following simple strategies for distributing the traffic: 1) each router locally grasps the congestion information by the utilization ratio of its own physical channels; 2) it is divided into the two selection steps, the choice from available physical channels and the choice from available virtual channels. The MMLRU selection function can be used on any type of network topology and adaptive routing algorithm. Simulation results show that the MMLRU selection function improves throughput and latency especially when the number of dimension becomes larger or the number of nodes per dimension become larger.
Introduction
Adaptive routing algorithms which can select the route of a packet dynamically have been widely studied to make the best use of bandwidth of interconnection networks in massively parallel computers [1] - [3] . When a packet encounters a faulty or congested router in an adaptive routing, another bypassing route can be selected. Thus, adaptive routings are preferred over deterministic routings especially when throughput of interconnection networks is crucial to system performance. Furthermore, an adaptive routing is usually required to be deadlock-free because wormhole [4] or virtual cut-through [5] is used for low-latency direct-communication in parallel computers.
An adaptive routing can be decomposed of routing function, in which an adaptive routing algorithm provides a set of suitable deadlock-free outgoing channels, and selection function, in which an output selection function (OSF) * decides one of outgoing provided channels [9] . A simple example of the behavior of an adaptive routing algorithm and the OSF is shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , an adaptive routing algorithm provides the three legal paths, and then an OSF selects the path by choosing the down direction from two routers in which the path branches. Notice that, since an adaptive routing algorithm performs deadlock-free operation, the OSF is designed to only distribute the traffic.
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a) E-mail: koibuchi@am.ics.keio.ac.jp been proposed [1] - [3] for relaxing the routing restrictions (increasing routing adaptivity) under the condition that no deadlocks are generated. On the other hand, a few researches of the OSFs have been done for only analyzing their impact using simple algorithms [2] , [10] - [12] . The OSF selects an output channel depending on the condition of channels. For example, when a channel is being used (that is, in busy condition), the other free channel has priority over the busy channel in any OSF. On the other hand, when some legal channels are free, an OSF decides a single channel. And then, if another OSF is used, a different output channel may be selected. Thus, performance of such systems is influenced by the OSF, and the fundamental technique of the OSF as well as that of adaptive routing algorithm is needed to improve the performance of an adaptive routing.
Since modern routers are required to be operational with a high clock frequency, the OSF should be simple but efficient. However, most of the existing OSFs are too simple to balance network channels under non-uniform traffic patterns.
In this paper, we propose an OSF called minimal multiplexed and least-recently-used (MMLRU) [13] . The MMLRU selection function has the following simple strategies for distributing the traffic: 1) each router locally grasps the congestion information only by the utilization ratio of its own physical channels; 2) it is divided into two selection steps: the choice from available physical channels, and the choice from available virtual channels on the physical channel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows traditional OSFs. In Sect. 3, we propose the MMLRU selection function, and Sect. 4 shows its evaluation results through a flit level simulation. Section 5 shows the evaluation results of OSF's hardware amount. In Sect. 6, related researches on path choice are described and compared with the OSF, and conclusion is shown in Sect. 7.
Traditional Output Selection Functions
In an adaptive routing, when a packet arrives at an intermediate router, an output channel is dynamically decided from alternative legal channels provided by an adaptive routing algorithm. Then, an OSF selects an output channel depending on the condition of channels. When there are two legal channels and a channel is being used (that is, in busy condition), the other free channel has priority over the busy channel in any OSF. On the other hand, when some legal channels are free, the OSF selects one based on its own policy for well-distributed paths. The simplest OSF is called "random selection function" [2] . It chooses an output channel from available output channels at random. By using it, traffic will tend to be distributed to various directions randomly. "Dimension order selection function" has been proposed for k-ary n-cube and meshes [2] . It chooses an output channel which belongs to the lowest dimension from available output channels. For example, if there exist free output channels on x, y dimension, this selection function chooses the one on x direction.
On the other hand, "zigzag selection function" chooses an output channel whose direction has the maximum hops to the destination [2] . That is, by using this selection function on the mesh topology, packets tend to be transferred to a diagonal direction toward the center of the network. For example, on a two-dimensional mesh, when a packet is sent from source s (x s , y s ) to destination d (x d , y d ) and both the x direction channel and y direction channel are free, compare the value |x d − x s | and |y d − y s |, and the packet will be sent to the larger direction.
These OSFs have a high possibility to send a packet to a congested direction even if there exist free legal channels to the other directions. This comes from that these OSFs take no thought of the network congestion dynamically. To address this problem, "VC-LRU selection function" which selects the least-recently-used available virtual channel [11] was proposed for networks with virtual channel mechanism. However, this method may cause the traffic to concentrate on a specific physical channel because it selects an output channel taking care of only the virtual channel congestion. For example, the least-recently-used virtual channel which belongs to the congested physical channel will be selected, and it will increasingly lead the traffic congestion. "Minimal multiplexation (MM) selection function" was proposed for Silla's minimal adaptive routing in system area networks (SANs) [11] , [14] . SANs, which usually accept irregular topologies, have been used to connect nodes in PC/WS clusters or high-performance storage systems. The MM selection function tries to minimize the number of packets being multiplexed onto a physical channel at the same time. The other method to dynamically avoid the congestion is based on the counter [15] . "Load-dependent selection function" proposed by us improves throughput and latency on torus networks, however, it may require large-sized counter for memorizing a large number of packets at a high traffic load.
On the other hand, the most suitable OSF on meshbased store-and-forward networks has been theoretically discussed by Badr and Podar under the condition that a traffic has no spatial and temporal access locality on a fully adaptive routing [6] , and Wu and Schwiebert also discuss on the best one under the similar condition theoretically [7] , [8] . However, parallel applications usually have strong access locality and OSFs are required to cope with the burstlocal traffic. Thus, such OSFs are not always to be best in parallel systems.
The MMLRU Selection Function

Motivation
For modern routers with virtual channels, OSFs should be designed considering with the following requirements.
1. Balance the traffic among physical channels, and reduce multiplexed packets (occupied virtual channels) in a physical channel. 2. Reduce blocked packets when some virtual channels are free in the legal output physical channel.
The former requirement aims to make the best use of all physical channels, and reduce the link transmission-delay of packets especially at low traffic load. On the other hand, the latter one is for efficient use of virtual channels. Since modern adaptive routing algorithms [1] , [3] set different routing restrictions to virtual channels in a physical channel, a packet with the most severe routing-restriction may be blocked even if some virtual channels are free. Thus, the latter requirement is needed to efficiently use virtual channels. From the former requirement, the traffic should be analyzed at the viewpoint of its distribution among physical channels. On the other hand, considering the latter requirement, the traffic should be analyzed at the viewpoint of its distribution among virtual channels on a physical channel. Thus, we consider that the OSF should be logically divided into two stages: choosing a physical channel from an available set of physical channels, and choosing a virtual channel from an available set of virtual channels on the physical channel.
However, as mentioned in Sect. 2, traditional OSFs have a problem that they consider the traffic distribution only among either physical channels or virtual channels. For example, the traffic distribution among virtual channels is cared in VC-LRU selection function, however, it is regardless of the traffic distribution among physical channels. In this section, we propose a novel OSF called minimal multiplexed and least-recently-used (MMLRU) which is composed of the two selection steps.
The MMLRU Selection Function Algorithm
The MMLRU selection function is composed of the following two steps.
1. Choose an output physical channel from available ones. 2. Choose an output virtual channel from available ones on the selected physical channel.
Choice of the Output Physical Channel
In the former step, the output physical channel that has the smallest number of multiplexed packets among available physical channels is selected as well as the MM selection function [11] . When more than one physical channel has the same number of packets, it selects one with the largest interval time since the last transferred packet header. This is just least-recently-used (LRU) policy [13] which aims to minimize the times of multiplexing in a physical channel.
Examples of the MMLRU operation on a twodimensional mesh are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the number of packets in available output physical channels is compared, and the down physical channel is selected.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows that the MMLRU selection function selects the output physical channel to the right physical channel. In this case, packet B has just arrived at the physical channel to the down direction, while packet C is going away from the physical channel to the right direction. We can estimate that the physical channel to the right direction will be free soon. Since the physical channel to the right direction would make the lower transmission (virtual channel) delay of packet A, the right direction would be better choice,
Choice of the Output Virtual Channel
In the latter step, the MMLRU selection function chooses the output virtual channel that has the most severe restriction of packet transfer from available ones on the physical channel. "Restriction of packet transfer" in this paper represents the condition of deadlock-free packet transfer required in the adaptive routing algorithm. The example of the priority of virtual channels in Duato's protocol [3] is described in Sect. 4.
Properties of the MMLRU Selection Function
We consider that the traffic congestion should be dynamically recognized in the OSF for uniformly distributing a traffic. Although there are some methods to recognize the congested situation, it is hard to collect exact congestion information at each router. The MMLRU selection function simply employs the method in which each router locally judges the congestion only with the state of its own physical channels in the former selection step.
The link transmission delay is also influenced by the number of packets being multiplexed on a physical channel [14] . Thus, the MM and LRU policies try to not only distribute the traffic uniformly among physical channels, but also minimize the link transmission delay.
On the other hand, the latter selection step tries to distribute the traffic uniformly among virtual channels. Assuming that a virtual channel that has a relaxed restriction of packet transfer is given a high priority, a large number of packets tend to use the most relaxed virtual channel. In such cases, packets, that accept only the most relaxed virtual channel, may have a high possibility to be blocked, because packets, that accept any virtual channel, tend to use the most relaxed virtual channel. Conversely, the MMLRU selection function gives a virtual channel, that has the most severe restriction, the highest priority. Thus, packets that accept only the most relaxed virtual channels tend to be transferred without being blocked because they tend to use different virtual channels.
Although the MMLRU selection function is logically divided into the two selection steps, it can statically determines the priority of virtual channels on a physical channel according to an adaptive routing algorithm. Thus, it may be possible that an output virtual channel is decided as soon as an output physical channel is dynamically selected. Moreover, the MMLRU selection function can be used on any type of network topology and adaptive routing algorithm, because each router locally judges the congestion information only by the utilization ratio of its own physical and virtual channels.
Design and Implementation
We show an implementation method of the MMLRU selection function. The MMLRU selection function logically requires two phases -MM and LRU-in the selection of physical channel. It might seem the MMLRU selection function introduces longer routing time than that of the other dynamic OSFs (i.e. LRU, load-dependent, MM) in router.
However, it can be done in a single phase, that only compares log 2 (V + 1)+log 2 P bits value of ports as shown in Fig. 4 , where V and P are the number of virtual channels and the number of ports, respectively. Each port independently sets the number of free virtual channels to log 2 (V + 1) leftside bits of its counter for the MM function. Also, the LRU function controls log 2 P right-side bits of the counter at each port like the LRU algorithm used in traditional cachememory controls of processor. That is, it resets the rightside bits of the counter for selected port as zero, and it increments value of the right-side bits of another counters those value is smaller than the (previous) counter value for selected port. Notice that the MM and LRU operations can be parallelly done as background tasks.
When a packet header arrives at the MMLRU router, feasible output ports are checked in parallel and their counter value is got. After the output ports are checked, the MMLRU function compares counters of feasible ports. Then, the port with the highest number is selected, thus requiring a single phase to compare. Figure 4 is the same as the case of tie of the MM values shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in this figure, the right direction, which has the higher number, is also selected along this implementation.
All dynamic OSFs will require counters, which store information of local traffic, at implementation. When counter size is huge, routing time may be increased in router. However, Table 1 demonstrates that all dynamic OSFs except load-dependent selection function require fewbit-width counters to select an output port. Load-dependent selection function employs a simple algorithm [15] . However, when the network accepts large message transfer unit (MTU), it requires large counters, which may introduce a Fig. 4 Combined counters of the MMLRU selection function. long routing time.
Although hardware amount would be slightly increased in the MMLRU selection function, each module can work in parallel. Thus, we consider that routing time for selecting an output port is not increased compared with the other dynamic selection functions. Its evaluation results will be opened in Sect. 5.
Notice that the step to select an output virtual channel uses the same mechanism as the OSFs introduced in Sect. 2.
Evaluation of Throughput and Latency
In this section, the performance of the MMLRU selection function is evaluated with a flit-level simulator, and compared with others (dimension order, random, zigzag, loaddependent, LRU, and MM. Table 2 .
We ignored the first 5,000 clocks for the evaluation because the network is not stable in that period. A header-flit transfer requires at least three clocks in any OSF, that is, one for routing, one for transferring a flit from an input channel to output channel through a crossbar, and the rest for transferring the flit to the next node or processor in any OSF. The model is simple compared with real routers. Nevertheless, it is useful for larger systems and complicated topologies because more exact modeling of modern router fabrics consumes a huge simulation time. Table 1 Counter size (bit/port). In this simulation, we use a fully adaptive routing algorithm called Duato's protocol [3] . Here, we will describe the adaptive routing algorithm details especially on the usage of virtual channels in this simulation. Duato states a general theorem defining a criterion for deadlock-free and then uses the theorem to propose a fully adaptive, profitable, and progressive protocol called *-channel. Since the theorem states that by separating virtual channels on a physical channel into escape and adaptive partitions. Simple description of Duato's protocol is as follows.
a. Provide that every packet can always find a path toward its destination whose virtual channels are not involved in cyclic dependencies (escape path.) b. Guarantee that every packet can be sent to any destination node using an escape path and the other path on which cyclic dependency is broken by the escape path (fully adaptive path.)
By selecting these two routes (escape path and fully adaptive path) dynamically, deadlocks are prevented using minimal paths.
In the simulation, three virtual channels are provided on each physical channel as shown in Fig. 5 , because Duato's protocol requires three virtual channels on torus. In Fig. 5 , two virtual channels, CA and CH, are used for dimension-order routing [4] , and a packet which needs to use wraparound path uses only CA channel and a packet which doesn't need to use wraparound path is allowed to use the both CH and CA channels. Based on the above restrictions, these channels provide an escape path, while CF channel is used for a fully adaptive routing. In Fig. 5 , CH channel has the most strict restriction of packet transfer, and routing restriction of CA channel is more strict than CF channel. Notice that Duato's protocol performs deadlockfree operation in any OSF. 
Output Selection Function
We evaluated dimension order, random, zigzag, loaddependent, LRU, MM, and MMLRU selection functions with Duato's protocol on torus. Here, "LRU" selection function [15] is similar to the VC-LRU selection function except that LRU policy is only applied to the selection step among physical channels. Then, it selects the output virtual channel which has the most severe restriction among available ones on the physical channel. The MM selection function, which was proposed for Silla's minimal routing in SANs, is also implemented with the following extension: it selects an output virtual channel with the most severe restriction of packet transfer after it selects an output physical channel.
Traffic Pattern
The traffic pattern establishes the destination distribution of the packets. Traffic pattern will be an important performance factor in OSFs, because access locality affects the performance of them. We use synthetic traffic and access traces from NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.3 [16] executed on the RHiNET-2 cluster with two-dimensional torus [17] .
We use bit reversal and matrix transpose packet destination as the synthetic traffic.
• matrix transpose traffic A node (x, y) sends a packet to the node (k − y − 1, k − x − 1) (k is the number of nodes in each dimension) or (k − x − 1, k − y − 1) when x + y = k − 1.
• bit reversal traffic
A node with the identifier (a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a n−1 ) sends a packet to the node whose identifier is the bit reversal (a n−1 , · · · , a 1 , a 0 ) of the source node.
Hosts inject a packet independently of each other. Each packet length is randomly selected from 128 and 512 flits. In order to collect the traces, we run NAS Parallel Benchmarks on the RHiNET-2 cluster. This cluster is a prototype in a research project called RHiNET (Real World Computing Partnership High Performance Network) [18] , and it consists of hosts with specially designed network interfaces (RHiNET-2/NI) and switches (RHiNET-2/SW) connected with 8 Gbit/sec optical interconnects [19] . Host specifications are Intel Pentium III 933 MHz × 2 (SMP), Serverworks ServerSet III HE-SL, PC133 SDRAM 1 GByte Memory, PCI 64 bit/66 MHz, and RedHat Linux 7.2 (kernel 2.4.18.) We implement dimension-order routing in twodimensional torus in order to collect the traces. NAS Parallel Benchmarks run under low software-latency via a low-level communication library PMv2 and the SCore cluster system software [20] . We collected traces of IS (Integer Sort), and MG (Multi-Grid solver) from NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.3 [16] . The overall number of hosts (processes) is 64. A small problem, class S, is used, because the RHiNET-2 cluster includes a few unstable optical modules. However, the communication ratio against computation is relatively increased under small-sized parallel benchmarks, thus shortening the packet interval. From the viewpoint of the OSF evaluation, this is valuable.
Since access traces are collected using the MPE profiling library, we calculate the raw packet-length from them by adding 44-Bytes for MPICH additional information, 16-Bytes for PM packet header and tail, and 40-Bytes for the RHiNET packet header and tail. In the RHiNET-2 cluster, each packet is transferred by splitting into 8-Byte flits, and minimum packet length is 17 flits. When data-size is smaller than 17 flits, a hardware padding supplies the remaining flits. On the other hand, since maximum transfer unit (MTU) is 2K-Bytes, large-sized data is divided into several packets. Although network interfaces and switches in this simulation are simplified for achieving enough simulation speed, the evaluation using the traces is valuable taking account into testing under various kinds of spatial and temporal access locality. tively [9] . Accepted traffic is the flit reception rate in a node in each clock cycle, and throughput is defined as the maximum amount of accepted traffic [9] . Figure 6 shows that the latency of dimension order selection function is drastically increased under the heavy traffic. This shows that the visiting order of directions greatly affects the latency under non-uniform traffic even with Duato's protocol which effectively uses physical channels. Random selection function decides an output channel at random and thus, it seems that the traffic tends to be uniformly distributed. However, Fig. 6 shows that random selection function is poor performance compared with four OSFs that dynamically judge the traffic congestion. Zigzag selection function, which tries to make a largest number of available packet's output directions per switch, is also poor performance compared with such four OSFs. Thus, it can be said that the methods to dynamically judge the traffic congestion are more efficient than the simple methods.
Simulation Results
Synthetic Traffic
Here, we compare OSFs that dynamically consider the congestion. Unlike load-dependent selection function, the MMLRU selection function doesn't use the information of packet's length as a pointer. However, even in multiple packet lengths (128 and 512 flits), the MMLRU selection function achieves better performance than LRU, loaddependent, and MM selection functions. The improvement tends to grow as the number of dimensions and the number of nodes per dimension become larger respectively. traffic. Figure 7 also demonstrates that the throughput and latency of interconnection networks is greatly influenced by the OSFs. For example, a throughput under the MMLRU selection function becomes about 2 times as that of the dimension order selection function on 4D torus. As shown in Fig. 7 , the four OSFs, that judge the traffic congestion, outperform simple ones on both latency and throughput. Moreover, the MMLRU selection function achieves the higher throughput than the other OSFs especially when the number of dimension becomes larger. Figure 7 also shows that performance of LRU, load-dependent, and MM selection functions depends on the number of dimensions and the number of nodes. On the other hand, the MMLRU selection function has highest stability of throughput and latency because it achieves best performance under any topology and any network size in our simulation.
NAS Parallel Benchmarks
We show evaluation results under traces of NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.3. Taking account into trace sizes and the structure of the RHiNET-2 cluster, trace is collected under 64 processes (1 process/host), which is the smaller number of hosts than one in the previous subsection. First, we preliminary show an evaluation result under 64-hosts 2D torus using synthetic traffic in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 8 , the impact of OSFs is smaller than that in 256-hosts 2D torus. However, superiority or inferiority of OSFs is almost uni- versal on various 2D torus topologies.
Next, Table 3 shows the results under traces of IS and MG benchmarks on 64-hosts 2D torus. We use the acceptedtraffic and latency. Here, we measured the accepted traffic and latency at each partition term. We state peak throughput and peak latency as the highest accepted traffic and latency among all partition terms, respectively.
In Table 3 , "Th" and "Lat" represent the peak throughput and the peak latency, respectively. Table 3 shows that the MMLRU selection function improves up to 3.6% of peak throughput compared with that of other dynamic OSFs. Additionally, it decreases up to 24% of peak latency.
Unlike the synthetic traffic, IS and MG benchmarks Table 3 indicate that the OSF will be more important in larger systems. Static OSFs (i.e. random) are inferior to dynamic OSFs, and the MMLRU selection function achieves the highest throughput among dynamic OSFs. In parallel applications on larger systems, we consider that the MMLRU selection function increasingly has the advantage of providing high throughput and low latency.
Evaluation of Required Hardware
In this section, we estimate the required hardware for the MMLRU selection function in a router, and compare it to ones for other dynamic OSFs (LRU and MM.)
Router Model
The required hardware for the MMLRU selection function depends on the number of ports, the number of virtual channels, and routing algorithm in the router. Here, we use the same router parameters as one for two-dimensional torus used in Sect. 4. That is, five ports including one for a host each of which has three virtual channels are used, and the target adaptive routing algorithm is Duato's protocol. We also design the MM and LRU selection functions along the design used in the implementation of the MMLRU selection function (see Sect. 3.) Table 4 shows the synthesis results of the OSF logic by Synopsys Design Compiler using Rohm's 0.60 µm CMOS standard cells supported by VDEC. In this case, a cell is corresponding to a simple logic gate. The result only shows the logic provided for each link to perform the selection according to each algorithm.
Synthesis Results
Although Table 4 shows that the required hardware for the MMLRU selection function is about double for others, their number of cells itself is quite small. Thus, we consider that the required number of cells would be trivial from the design view of a router. When critical path includes the OSF circuit, the frequency of router with the MMLRU selection function would be degraded compared with the other OSFs. However, Table 4 demonstrates that the circuits for dynamic OSFs require a simple hardware, and the combination of most routing algorithm does not form the critical path in the total design of the switching fabric.
Related Work
There are a few researches on the path choice on an adaptive routing algorithm for the different types of interconnection networks. In this section, such works are described and compared with the OSFs, especially with the MMLRU selection function.
Path Selection Algorithm
Unlike interconnection networks used in massively parallel computers, SANs usually accept irregular topologies, because connection flexibility and robustness are preferred over the uniformity of interconnection networks. Although various adaptive routing algorithms for irregular topologies have been proposed [21] - [23] , SANs usually accept only deterministic routings. Thus, a policy, that chooses a single path from alternative paths is required on adaptive routing algorithms for SANs. We call such a policy "path selection algorithm".
Since path selection algorithm can not dynamically avoid network congestion unlike the OSF, it seems that its impact is small. However, performance of each deterministic routing is seriously influenced by the distribution of paths [24] . Recently, sophisticated path selection algorithms, that use the static analysis of routing paths, have been developed [24] . Path selection algorithm is similar to the OSF from the viewpoint of path selection on an adaptive routing algorithm, however, path selection algorithm determines a path statically. Thus, it is difficult that the concept of the MMLRU selection function is applied to it directly.
Source Routing Using Dynamic Selection of Alternative Paths
There are basically two implementation of a routing algorithm, the distributed routing and the source routing. In the source routing such as Myrinet [25] or QsNET [26] , all information of the path to destination is packed into the packet header in the source. Thus, each intermediate switch determines the path only by referring the header information and it has no adaptivity. On the other hand, the only source node can select a path from alternative paths dynamically as well as the OSF. Thus, the OSFs treated here can be applied to such selection policy at source [27] .
Conclusions
The OSF, which decides an output channel when some legal channels are free, is essential for an adaptive routing.
In this paper, we proposed the MMLRU selection function, which has the following simple strategies for distributing the traffic: 1) each router locally grasps the congestion information by the utilization ratio of its own physical channels; 2) it is divided into the two selection steps, the choice from available physical channels and the choice from available virtual channels. The MMLRU selection function can be used on any type of network topology and adaptive routing algorithm. From the simulation results, it is shown that performance is improved especially when the number of dimension becomes larger or the number of nodes per dimension becomes larger. Synthesis results of router design also show that the MMLRU selection function only consumes 72 cells, whose critical path is 3.05 nsec under Rohm's 0.60 µm CMOS standard cells.
